


 
LoCaLs oNlY - single-camera comedy 

After getting priced out of yet another “up and coming” neighborhood, Brian, Joel, and Zach move to a more run down “authentic” 

part of the city. Desperate to be anything but typical white people, they embrace their new, diverse neighbors and plant their flag in 

the local dive bar. Almost like clockwork though, the neighborhood begins to gentrify overnight. The guys come to a sobering 

realization — they are super SUPER white. Now, with the specter of artisanal cupcake shops and belt buckle boutiques looming in 

their future, they’ve got to make a choice — be part of the problem, or be part of the neighborhood...  

BaSeD On aCtUaL PeOpLe...  
Zach, Joel and Brian are best friends, living in Atlanta, making comedy. It 

must be pretty decent comedy, because they seem to have amassed a 

diverse following of fellow comedians, improvisers, filmmakers, 

bartenders... It’s a world that would give a Pepsi ad exec inclusivity fever 

dreams. But these guys haven’t missed the irony — at the center of their 

world are three white boys squatting on a pile of privilege. In fact, it’s their 

favorite bottomless well of comedy. They are so self-aware that Zach won’t 

shut up about his Cambodian fiancée’s perspective, Joel immediately starts 

stuttering when asked about his last name “Ruiz”, and Brian has muscular 

dystrophy, so stop staring you goddamn ableist. 

 
In Locals Only they finally get a chance to go to the extreme — taking 
relentless aim at the most insufferable sub-group in society: White 
Millennial Males, AKA themselves. Locals Only is the show about what 

happens when three white dudes, living in Twitter-fied, craft beer bliss, 

attempt to apply their progressive sensibilities outside of their Facebook 

bubble. The worst thing to happen to the liberal agenda was the day these 

three dipshits got “woke.”  



ToNe 
This is a single-camera comedy, with the comedic pacing of It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia, with the surreal touches of Portlandia, 

set in the neighborhood from Sanford & Sons. Our insufferably progressive leads find themselves dropped into the middle of 

working-class reality, populated by grounded characters that play irreverently against stereotypes and expectations. But while the 

good-natured skewering of cultural tropes will provide plenty of LOL moments, the heart of the show lies in the joy of discovering 

that we’re all fish out of water in this mixed-up pond, and what unites us is how awkwardly similar we all are.  

SeTtInG 
The world of Locals Only is the urban neighborhood of “West View.” During its heyday, West View was known for its burgeoning 

middle class, it’s flourishing meat packing industry, and most notably a thriving prostitution racket. The industry was shipped off to 

Siam, along with most of the prostitutes, leaving the neighborhood a ghost town. The architecture reflects a once affluent 

neighborhood that’s fallen into disrepair. But that doesn’t mean West View is without its charms. The streets are lined with soul food 

restaurants, corner stores that sell loosies, mom and pop grocery stores that have more canned vegetables than real ones, and at 

least one strip club per church.  



ChArAcTeRs Zach and Brian met by rooming together in college. They met Joel when he sold them weed 
and got both of them kicked out of their dorm, so they moved into Joel’s place. Shortly after, 

the neighborhood shot up in value.  Since then, the three of them haven’t been 
able to afford living separately. Also they are extremely codependent. 

GiVe uS 

BaCk oUr 

sTrAwS

ZaCh 
A dad with no kids. Zach is already annoyed with everything. he 

acts like a 28 year old version of Red Foreman. Zach coupons, gets 

mad at traffic, and still has a Rand McNally in his manual 

transmission ‘98 Saturn SW1. Joel and Brian tease him for using 

“dad paths”, but Zach knows the fastest, most efficient way to drive 

anywhere, and where the free parking is. He’s great at getting you to 

the concert quickly, but terrible at enjoying himself once he’s there. 

He sees through all the bullshit that his generation is into, and then 

some. If it’s cool, enjoyable, or in any way progressive, Zach will find 

a way to chop it down.  

Zach is the curmudgeon of the group. When Joel and Brian want to 

have a fun time Zach is always the first to point out the flaws in their 

plans. Zach’s idea of a good time is attacking whatever new fad 

Brian is into or discrediting whatever new conspiracy theory Joel is 

into. Zach can be goaded into letting his guard down, but it takes 

some work from the other two. 



JoEl 

The heart and lovable idiot of the 
group. Joel always takes the path of 

least resistance and is generally (too) 

easy-going, much to the dismay of 

Zach and Brian. Joel makes his money 

from selling drugs, but isn’t opposed to 

dipping into any illegal market like 

selling off-brand e-cigs or knock off 

iPhones. Joel has a great deal of insight 

into people’s issues (spoken through a 

cloud of smoke) and surprises the guys with his random 

mysterious talents and personal depth. Yes, he’s a Flat Earth-er. No, he 

doesn’t feel like he needs to explain himself to you right now. 

Joel’s easy going nature makes him easy to get along with, but can also 

cause parts of his personal life to fall apart.  He doesn’t pay taxes, isn’t 

sure what a premium is, and hasn’t seen a doctor in years. Normally, he 

just tags along, but when Joel is the one leading the charge for an 

episode it is always for something bizarre - like setting up a pop-up 

homeopathy out of their house or trying to find out why his credit card 

pays itself off every month. 



BrIaN 
Always has the wokest take on every situation. Brian is more concerned with how many “likes” he has than 

paying rent. When you feel like a good person, he’ll be there to let you know you could be doing better. Brian 

is from the suburbs. Now he lives in a big city where people “get him”, and he finally feels like he’s valued 

(especially since he broke 10k followers). Armed with more pronouns than you knew existed, Brian is the 

pretentious vice reporter your Republican Dad loves to hate. All of Brian’s opinions are just him echoing the 

most recent Buzzfeed/Mic.com/NowThis narrative. 

Brian is incredibly worried 

about being as righteous and 

progressive as he can. But 

he’ll settle for being more 

right than Zach. If it were up 

to Brian he would be keyed 

up about social issues every 

single day of his life; Zach is 

there to undercut those 

beliefs as generalizations and 

Joel is there to smoke a blunt 

with him.



EpIsOdEs  

The forces of gentrification bring a certain surreal element with them. Each episode will be driven by a theme 

connected to fighting the inevitable transformation of the neighborhood, without really knowing how to do it...  



ThE PiLoT - Zach, Brian and Joel, decide to move to a cheaper part of the city in an attempt to escape the high prices that come 

with a changing neighborhood. While apartment-hunting, they stop for a drink at a genuinely run-down dive bar named “Lamar’s” 

and fall in love with the (lack of) decor. Even better, rent in the area is embarrassingly cheap... But after the first night in their new 

place, the neighborhood has already begun to change. They retreat to Lamar’s, only to find that it’s turned into “Füt-n-mouth”, the 

hippest spot in town, full of all the rich people that pushed them out of the last neighborhood. The guys take matters into their own 

hands and sabotage the bar, hoping to make the neighborhood too unsavory for the hipster set. Just when they think they are out of 

the woods, however, even more rich people show up and throw a condescending fundraiser to “Save Füt-n-Mouth!” While Joel 

capitalizes on the opportunity to sell his shittiest drugs at a high price and Brian bonds with #influencers, Zach tries one last time to 

change hearts and minds, with a moving speech. The speech does the trick… sort of. The crowd realizes that three super white guys 

already live in the neighborhood, and therefore it’s not nearly cool ‘authentic’ enough to save.  

AdDiTiOnAl ePiSoDeS 
** In order to keep white people from discovering the neighborhood through Waze, the guys do their best to obstruct traffic and slow 

down any nicer cars passing through. They do this by bringing half wrecked old cars from a nearby junkyard, leaving them halfway in 

the street and reporting them on the app as “accidents”. But before this plan can take full affect, it’s mistaken for an art installation 

and even more people come out to see it. Soon the neighborhood is host to a “First Friday” art walk, to show off the latest 

arrangement of car obstacles, titled “Commute, with Innocence.” 

** The guys see that developers are coming in to build condominiums so they commit petty crimes in order to scare developers away, 

faux gangbanger type stuff just meant for show, then suddenly a real gang of Russians shows up and informs them: “You work for us 

now.” While Zach and Brian attempt different ways of alerting the authorities and getting out of Dodge, Joel decides they should take 

the fight to the gangsters, but not before they do a sweet suit-up montage. 

** It's the World Cup and the guys all suddenly learn what everyone's actual ethnicities are! “Wow, we had no idea how many of our 

“Mexican” neighbors are from Nicaragua!” Turns out the Nicaraguans have some ancient beef with the Hondurans, who both hate 

Mexicans. The guys take it upon themselves to settle things, by setting up a game of street soccer between the two groups to decide 

who is right. Zach plays for the Hondurans, Brian coaches the Nicaraguans (or they at least let him think he does) while Joel refs with a 

cigarette in his mouth and an open palm for bribes. 



** There are too many people showing up on Sundays for brunch at a local mom and pop restaurant, so to slow 
gentrification down the guys wage cyber warfare through Yelp, Facebook, and Google reviews. Brian takes the protest to 
Twitter, which backfires when he, a white guy, boycotts a locally owned POC mom and pop restaurant. Joel tries to turn 
people away by charging a cover charge, but finds that people are thrilled about the new level of exclusivity. Zach goes 
inside to “investigate” but secretly just wants a nice brunch to himself. 

** The guys all go to Cambodian New Years and are forced to confront how redneck Asian people actually are. Brian is 
worried about offending anyone and doesn’t want to come off like he’s appropriating their culture. Joel on the other 
hand is loving it. He’s eating all the food they offer, wearing traditional clothing, and even gambling with the older 
generation. Zach is enjoying the celebration, but his real reason for coming is to pursue his newfound romantic interest. 

** The guys get hired by their landlord, Carla, to help manage and maintain her buildings. After taking the job they 
realize that a new group of white guys has moved into one of Carla’s buildings. But much to their dismay, the new white 
guys are way more woke than they are. When the guys begin to feel threatened, they stage an anti-white hate group 
sighting to scare the new neighbors away. 
It goes south when the rest of the 
neighborhood teams up with the new 
white-guys to take down the “hate 
group”.



LoCaLs oNlY 
written/performed by Zach Lamplugh, Joel Ruiz and Brian Emond 

brought to you by Picture It Productions and Taco Bell


